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I. Introduction 
 

“Like any other living, growing thing, love requires effort to keep 
it healthy.” 1 

 

Contrary to common belief, it is untrue that real love is 
unconditional. In fact, any healthy relationship requires several 
basic conditions to be met. Amongst other criteria we can think of, 
respect, transparency, honesty, and communication to encourage 
a solid relationship. I have discovered in my internship this summer 
that these criteria apply to the existing relationship between the 
State and human rights, as the two cannot properly function 
without one another—as would, two people that love each other 
when fighting. In fact, it is near to impossible to have a good day 
if the one you love is mad at you. This also applies to human rights 
and the State as, when in disaccord, unrest and turmoil within civil 
society arise. In this paper, human rights will include the civil, 
political, and economic rights that the population is—as we will see 
it—being deprived of.  

If we follow Buscaglia’s thought, human rights are a “living 
growing thing” and by extension, they must be treated 
accordingly.2 Together the State and human rights work much 
better. It is as though two magnets are forced to be apart. We will 
see through the case of Peru that a State that does not foster 
human rights advancement is weak and flawed. And as for human 
rights, if they are not integrated within the politics of the country, 
the state will face many obstacles to survive and find great 
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meeting with a lawyer and professor at the Pontificia Universidad 
Católica de Perú (PUCP) that explained to me the past and current 
situation—as it directly affected and still does today—the lives of 
Peruvians. I will be covering the years since the end of the armed 
conflict. The focus will be on Fujimori’s ten-year mandate and the 
effects of Peru’s political history on human rights. I have chosen 
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government of former head of state Alberto Fujimori (1990–2000) 
in Peru constitute crimes against humanity under international 
law."8  

More recently, within the last two years and a half, there 
has been four new presidents. Impeachment scandals are very 
common in the history of elected political leaders. During the start 
of the pandemic, Martin Visquara—then president—was accused 
of having committed corruption and of being linked to many 
corrupt parliament members. After his impeachment, new 
elections were held. In the context of the pandemic, not many 
people were motivated to vote. Indeed, in the latest turn of 
elections, two candidates were running: Keiko Fujimori (right-wing) 
and Pedro Castillo (leftist). The former is the daughter of ex-convict 
for human rights violations, Alberto Fujimori. Not wanting to fall 
under the presidency of Keiko Fujimori and relive the past, votes 
sided with Castillo—rendering him current president. However, not 
having much political experience, Castillo, faced great trouble in 
knowing how to lead the country to a better state.  

This brings us to the recent protests that inhibited me from 
travelling to Peru. Peruvians wanting to impeach the current 
president and voice their concerns about the lack of de facto 
manifestation led to major political unrest. To respond to this, 
Castillo imposed a curfew. An important portion of the electorate 
feared this outcome, concerned Castillo might concentrate power 
and go down an authoritarian path given he has made statements 
indicating openness to shuttering the legislature should it oppose 
his suggested economic and political reforms.9  

Currently, Benavides, the head of the Public Ministry, is 
reviewing Castillo and six legislators accused of taking part in a 
criminal web. According to the ongoing investigation, the 
legislators would have been recruited by Auner Vásquez, the 
lawyer who was head of Castillo’s technical office until December 

 
8 Benjamin Dangl & Jesse Strauss, “Peru’s Presidential Election: A Battle Over 
Memory and Justice” (2 June 2011), online: 
<upsidedownworld.org/archives/peru-archives/elections-in-peru-a-battle-over-
memory-and-justice/>. 
9 See Gabriela Camacho & Paolo Sosa-Villagarcia, “Peru’s Democracy Is at a 
Breaking Point”, Foreign Policy (15 July 2021), online: 
<foreignpolicy.com/2021/07/15/peru-democracy-president-pedro-castillo/>.   
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2021.10 Vásquez is presumed to be the coordinator of the criminal 
network and told Castillo that to guarantee his permanence in the 
executive power, he had to in exchange comply with the request 
of these six congressmen. The manifestations back in summer 
2022 were also due to the people wanting him to step down from 
power because of allegations of corruption. The current 
accusation against Castillo, which is the sixth—on accounts of 
corruption as well—for, fraud specifically. 11 Corruptive acts seem 
to be a pattern in Peruvian politics. 

 

iii. Research question and scope  

For the purposes of this paper, the State will comprise of 
political institutions which encompass political parties, actors, 
culture, and broader electoral politics that constitute the majority 
part of the government and are responsible for the activities 
associated to the governance of the country. The ‘human rights’ 
term will constitute the social—
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We observe a conflict between the human rights and 
political institutions which instigates a polemic about whether to 
directly include controversial human rights issues—which might 
damage the support that a political party receives. On the one 
hand, many times, political actors are more concerned about 
surviving or getting enough funding and fear raising fundamental 
human rights flaws that need to be corrected within the system. In 
most cases, human rights remain an external burden that other 
entities must worry about ensuring their implementation. In a 
country like Peru, where political history is marked by corruption, 
human violations, and lack of action for the people, this issue 
poses itself as a barrier to the advancement of human rights. 
Further, when there is a deeply enshrined web of corruption it is 
very difficult to untangle it.16 On the other hand, survival of human 
rights organizations (NGOs) is also present in their agenda.17 If 
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As simple as it may seem, the first element in solving human rights 
issues—in this case corruption—is to acknowledge their existence. 
Censoring media is known to be a strong weapon when it comes 
to the political leaders in power.23 We often see that whenever 
unrest arises in a country, the first thing that is done by the leaders 
is to shut down or fake the media so that there is no avenue for 
external awareness of the atrocities being made.24 In this sense, 
the media can be used as a weapon against external criticism as 
well as a shield that protects the desired self-portrait of the ones 
in power.  

When there is no knowledge of the problems faced by 
society, it is difficult to find solutions to them. Therefore, allowing 
for unbiased and transparent reporting of information is crucial to 
making advancements.25 Indeed, one of the main justifications for 
freedom of the media is that a lack of censorship will enable the 
media to act as a watchdog over the government and thereby 
render the government more responsible and responsive.26  

Not only does media allow to control the external image 
from receiving criticism but it also aims to chain the civil society 
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to regulate the conduct of citizens, who in return expect a degree 
of professionalism on their behalf. Allegations of excessive use of 
force, intentional homicide, racism, and other forms of misconduct 
and corruption, unfortunately, have been levelled at the law 
enforcement community and the public has grown wary of the 
inability of agencies to control the actions of their own officers.”28  

In addition to this is the crucial requirement for people in 
power to be able to provide legitimate data that would then serve 
the purpose of promoting awareness and therefrom, making 
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rights or environmental issues, for example—which furthers the 
gap directly felt by the already most vulnerable.32  

As Harari puts it when talking about technological 
advancements, it is crucial not to throw the negative impacts that 
they entail in our blind spots as “we thought we were saving time; 
instead we revved up the treadmill of life to ten times its former 
speed and made our days more anxious and agitated.”33Often 
times, technological advancements or innovations impact human 
rights advancements in a negative way. For example, post-
industrialization technological progress was made at the expense 
of the environment. How to ally both economic prosperity goals 
without having to step over the State’s human rights’ agenda has 
yet to be further addressed. 

 

iv. The 
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countries39—at least in terms of basic rights before thinking of 
allowing a universalist approach to neglect the specificities of 
each group. 

III. Toxic relationship portrayed within 
weak institutions: the effect of corruption 
on human rights40 

 

i. Corruption: an impediment that weighs down on the 
fight for human rights  

“It is a fact that states with high corruption rate (or high 
corruption perception) are at the same time those with a bad 
human rights situation.”41 In most cases weak institutions have a 
common denominator which is corruption—which entails, weakly 
enforced human rights.42 At the IDEH, there was a whole working 
section devoted to tackling the issue of corruption. At the 
institution, corruption meant abuse of power and misuse of it for 
personal purposes—which by extension, does not only imply 
economic repercussions but also non-received social rights by the 
people. That is why it is so linked to human rights. 43  

Indeed, the abuse of power directly affects the 
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What seems to be a decisive factor in generating and 
maintaining the culture of public probity in Chile has been the 
quality of the colonial governors and their administrative cadre. 
Several historians, both national and foreign, stress the fact that 
during the late eighteenth century, until Independence in the early 
nineteenth century, Chile was blessed with the presence of 
exceptionally efficient and honest colonial governors.46 As such, 
ensuring the continuation of having high levels of public integrity 
was the solid consolidation of the Chilean State in the early 
nineteenth century. Following independence, most Latin American 
countries were involved in a vicious circle of civil wars and severe 
social and political convulsions, resulting in long periods of 
authoritarian rule. In most cases, this led to a constant struggle 
among local leaders (‘caudillos’) for controlling the governments 
and the spoils of power. This generated a scenario of permanent 
abuse of power, rampant corruption, and arbitrariness on the part 
of the political elites. Chile followed a different path. After a 
period of relative instability (1818–1829), Chile managed to 
establish exceptionally solid state institutions which guaranteed 
the rule of law, economic progress, and political stability.47   

More recently, during the Frei government (1994–2000), 
the modernization of the State and the public administration in 
general were presented as one of the executive’s top priorities. 
The CODELCO case generated a broad political debate on public 
probity and Frei quickly adopted a series of measures to 
guarantee higher levels of transparency and accountability at all 
levels of the state apparatus.48 To this end, Frei established a high-
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abuse and corruption, and with due regard for the rule of law.56 
It is characterized by participation, transparency, accountability, 
rule of law and effectiveness. 
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“Ignorance is 
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In my internship, I had a lot of jurisprudential work related 
to the efforts of the IACHR within Peru. The efforts of the Court, 
while reading the cases, relied mostly on giving their 
recommendations regarding multiple cases of human rights 
violations. Here again, the actual efficiency of the Court with 
Peru’s context remains unclear. Bernardi argues that the impact 
of the Court “depends on the domestic political context, 
particularly the relative balance of power between key actors that 
are inside and outside the state.”66 The author further explores 
after the fall of Fujimori and in the subsequent period, the political 
shifts between constituencies that have produced different levels 
of impact over time. Here-from reappears the need for the 
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want, but if the state and the law do not eventually follow, their 
effects will not be very promising—or at least, not as much as if 
they were to be in collaboration.73 To counter this point, Minow 
reflects on the circular relation between the law and social 
change.74  She highlights the effects of context in terms of how far 
both components will reach. She explains that just because there 
is a new law that was introduced, it does not mean it will 
necessarily work. Indeed, sometimes society is way ahead of the 
law and the law therefore, too outdated. Or for example, an 
established law does not necessarily imply social change within 
the current context. Through this article, one reflects on the nature 
of the relationship that law and human rights have. However, even 
though Minow says that there is not always a harmonious 
collaboration between the two, it is undeniable that they both 
influence each other. On the one hand, human rights need the law 
to be enforced de jure and respected by all. On the other, the 
law has the power to enhance human rights and make better 
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However, when pursuing human rights criticisms, it is as 
necessary to think about possible alternatives and other models 
that would resolve the conflict between human rights and the State. 
The beauty of human rights is that it is a multi-faceted field that 
encompasses a constant, diverse pool of thinking and re-thinking. 
It adds complexity to implementing them but ensures a breadth of 
learning and unlearning.  

This uniqueness and complexity of the relationship 
between human rights and the State must be restored through 
transparency and trust—as would a loving relationship—in order to 
foster bettering and change. The human aspect of this process—
that applies to any fight for human rights—is highlighted by many 
scholars when addressing social change.75 Indeed, t
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